A simulation study on nanoscale holes generated by gold nanoparticles on negative lipid bilayers.
Understanding the interactions of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) with cellular compartments, especially cell membranes, is of fundamental importance in obtaining their control in biomedical applications. An effort is made in this paper to investigate the interactions of 2.2 nm core AuNPs with negative model bilayer membranes by coarse-grained (CG) molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. The CG model of lipid bilayer was taken from Marrink et al. ( J. Phys. Chem. B 2004, 108, 750-760 ), whereas the CG AuNPs model was developed on the basis of both atomistic MD simulations and experimental data. It was found that AuNPs functionalized with cationic ligands penetrated into the negative bilayer membranes and generated significant disruptions on bilayers. The lipids surrounding the nanoparticle were highly disordered and the bulk surface of the bilayer exhibits some defective areas. Most importantly, it is observed that a nanoscale hole can be formed and expanded spontaneously on the peripheral regions of the 20 × 20 nm bilayer. The expansion of the hole is on the time scale of hundreds of nanosceonds. The fully expanded hole had a radius of ∼5.5 nm and could transport water molecules at a rate of up to ∼1100 molecule/ns. However holes could not be formed on a larger bilayer (28 × 28 nm). The factors that can eliminate hole formation on the bilayer also include the decrease of cationic lignads on the AuNP, the reduction of negative lipids in the bilayer, the release of bilayer surface tension, the lowering of temperature, and the addition of a high concentration of salt. The results suggest that a hole can only be formed on living cell membranes under extreme conditions.